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Welcome 
The president, College Council, faculty, alumni and graduates 
of the State University of New York College at Cortland 
are honored by your presence at the 
2018 Undergraduate Commencement ceremonies. 
Park Center Alumni Arena 
Saturday, May 12, 2018 
PRE-COMMENCEMENT MUSIC AND PROCESSIONAL 
Spring Tree Brass 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Ceremonies 1 and 2: Ensemble of SUNY Cortland 
graduating seniors 
Ceremony 3: Ms. Jordan Spawn '18, Exercise Science and 
Ms. Kathleen Tsantes Junior, Sociology 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES 
Dr. Bitterbaum 
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Dr. R. Bruce Mattingly, Dean, Arts and Sciences 
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Dr. Andrea Lachance, Dean, Education 
SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
Dr. John Cottone, Dean, Professional Studies 
WELCOME 
Dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum, President 
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES 
Dr. Bitterbaum 
RECOGNITION OF HONORS GRADUATES 
Dr. Mark J. Prus, Provost and Vice President, 
Academic Affairs; Interim Vice President ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME 
Finance and Management Ms. Judy Wolfe '84, President, 
SUNY Cortland Alumni Association 
FAREWELL REMARKS 
Ceremonies 1 and 3: Mr. Aristotle Arkayasa '18, 
Social Philosophy; President, Student Government 
Association 
Ceremony 2: Ms. Gloria Hulede '18, Community Health; 
Executive Vice President, Student Government Association 
ALMA MATER 
Ceremony 1: Ms. Jocenelle Alcime '18, 
Inclusive Childhood Education 
Ceremony 2: Ensemble of SUNY Cortland graduating seniors 
Ceremony 3: Ms. Spawn and Ms. Tsantes 
PRESENTATION OF THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAMPION OF RECESSIONAL 
EXCELLENCE AWARD Spring Tree Brass 
Ceremony 2: Dr. Bitterbaum 
Presidential Champion of Excellence Award Recipient 
Assemblywoman Barbara Lifton 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 
Ceremonies 1 and 2: Mr. Alexander 
Ceremony 3: Dr. Donna Videto, Professor, Health 
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE 
Dr. Bitterbaum 
Honorary Degree Recipient 
Ceremonies 1 and 2: Mr. Paul M. Alexander '82 
Honorary Degree Recipient 
Paul M. Alexander '82 
As a successful National Football League coach as well as a classical 
concert pianist and author, Paul Alexander explores the fundamentals of 
elite-level performance in athletics, music and other fields. 
Currently offensive line coach for the Dallas Cowboys, Alexander has 
coached in the NFL for a quarter of a century, starting with the New York 
Jets, then spending 23 years employing innovative methods to mold and 
motivate the widely respected offensive line of the Cincinnati Bengals. 
Frequently, he has attributed his coaching success to the experience he 
had at SUNY Cortland, where he majored in physical education, minored in music and played 
offensive tackle for the Red Dragons. As a senior, he became the College's first-ever national Academic 
All-American. 
After Cortland, Alexander earned a master's degree in exercise physiology at Pennsylvania State University, 
serving as a graduate assistant under football legend Joe Paterno. From there, he moved to the University 
of Michigan as a graduate assistant for another gridiron legend, coach Bo Schembechler. 
While he was with Cincinnati, Sports Illustrated called Alexander "the Michelangelo of NFL assistants" 
and selected him as the best offensive line coach in the league in 2016, when assembling a hypothetical 
coaching "dream team." He founded the nation's first high school football camp exclusively for linemen 
and brought in Bengals players to help coach. In 2012, Alexander was inducted into SUNY Cortland's 
C-Club Hall of Fame. 
Despite the time demands of professional football, Alexander began training as a classical pianist 10 years 
ago, following a love of music he developed at Cortland. Since then, he has performed at the University 
of Cincinnati Conservatory of Music and other venues, including a combined lecture and performance 
with the Cortland College-Community Orchestra in Old Main Brown Auditorium. He has also taken a turn 
at conducting the Hamilton-Fairfield Symphony Orchestra in Ohio. 
Noticing the similarities between high-achieving athletes and world-class musicians, Alexander bridged 
the worlds of coaching and classical piano in Perform, a book that chronicles his journey as an adult piano 
student and shares lessons for athletes and musicians alike. 
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees 
Candidates for bachelor's degrees listed on the following pages completed their degree requirements in December 2017 or 
May 2018 or are expected to complete their requirements in August or December 2018. 
Because the names in this program must be compiled in advance of Commencement, the information is not official and is 
subject to revision as may be mandated by satisfaction of degree requirements and of academic grades. 
Graduation With Honors 
Honors awarded to candidates for the bachelor's degrees as listed in this program are based on grade point averages recorded 
as of Feb. 1,2018. Candidates who receive honors wear colored tassels as noted below. Honors are awarded when grade point 
averages meet the following standards on a scale of 4.0: 
* Cum Laude 3.2 to 3.499 White Tassel 
** Magna Cum Laude 3.5 to 3.749 Red and White Tassel 
*** Summa Cum Laude 3.75 and above Red Tassel 
Military Service A caret symbol f) after a name indicates that the student is a veteran or currently serves in the military. 
These students may wear a red, white and blue tassel. 
Dual Major A plus sign (+) after a name indicates that the student is graduating with a dual major. 
Triple Major A tilde sign (~) after a name indicates that the student is graduating with a triple major. 
Dual Degree A pound sign (#) after a name indicates that the student is graduating with a dual degree. 
Degree Index - The degrees being awarded this year are located on the following pages. 
7 Adolescence Education: Biology, B.S. 6 Geography, B.A. 
7 Adolescence Education: Chemistry, B.S. 9 Geology, B.S. 
8 Adolescence Education: Earth Science, B.S. 14 Health Education, B.S.Ed. 
5 Adolescence Education: English, B.A 6 History, B.A. 
5 Adolescence Education: French and Spanish 13 Human Service Studies, B.S. 
5 Adolescence Education: Mathematics, B.A. 11 Inclusive Childhood Education, B.S. 
8 Adolescence Education: Mathematics, B.S. 11 Inclusive Special Education, B.S. 
8 Adolescence Education: Physics, B.S. 6 Individualized Degree Program, B.A. 
8 Adolescence Education: Physics and Mathematics, B.S. 9 Individualized Degree Program, B.S. 
5 Adolescence Education: Social Studies, B.A. 6 International Studies, B.A. 
5 Adolescence Education: Spanish, B.A. 6 Mathematics, B.A. 
5 African American Studies, B.A. 9 Mathematics, B.S. 
5 Anthropology, B.A. 6 Musical Theatre, B.A. 
5 Archaeology, B.A. 6 New Communication Media, B.A. 
5 Art, B.A. 6 New Media Design, B.A. 
7 Art Studio, B.F.A. 13 Outdoor Recreation, B.S. 
11 Athletic Training, B.S. 15 Physical Education, B.S.Ed. 
8 Biochemistry, B.S. 9 Physics, B.S. 
8 Biology, B.S. 9 Physics Leading to the 3+2 Engineering Program, B.S. 
8 Biomedical Sciences, B.S. 6 Political Science, B.A. 
5 Business Economics, B.A. 7 Professional Writing, B.A. 
8 Business Economics, B.S. 7 Psychology, B.A. 
9 Chemistry, B.S. 9 Psychology, B.S. 
10 Childhood Education, B.S. 9 Public Administration and Public Policy, B.S. 
11 Coaching, B.S. 13 Recreation, B.S. 
5 Communication Studies, B.A. 13 Recreation Management, B.S. 
11 Community Health, B.S. 11 Selected Studies, B.S. (School of Education) 
9 Conservation Biology, B.S. 13 Selected Studies, B.S. (School of Professional Studies) 
6 Criminology, B.A. 7 Social Philosophy, B.A. 
9 Early Childhood and Childhood Education, B.S. 7 Sociology, B.A. 
6 Economics, B.A. 7 Spanish, B.A. 
9 Economics, B.S. 13 Speech and Hearing Science, B.S. 
6 English, B.A. 13 Speech and Language Disabilities, B.S. 
12 Exercise Science, B.S. 13 Sport Management, B.S. 
13 Fitness Development, B.S. 14 Sport Studies, B.S. 
6 French, B.A. 7 Teaching English as a Second Language, B.A. 
9 Geographic Information Systems, B.S. 14 Therapeutic Recreation, B.S. 
0 
School of Arts 
and Sciences 
Bachelor of Arts 
Carissa Nicole Conti 
Taurie Hackemer + 
* Diana Kump + 
Dalton Tamba Nyumah Jr. 
Kenya B. Outram 
Mattison M. White 
ARCHAEOLOGY 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: ENGLISH kkk Anna Viola Gorall + 
k Samantha Baffuto 
* Mackenzie Taylor Barker ART 
** Emelda Estefany Bonilla ** Maki Lynn Gayton 
Hope Catherine Braren k Diana Kump + 
k Jenni Lee Diaz kk Kelly Marie McKenna 
kkk Giorgianna Ervolina kkk Hosna Mehrmohammadi + 
Amorie Faith Green 
kk Valerie A. Guzman BUSINESS ECONOMICS 
kkk Emily Eve Hatch Kenny Arboleda-Diaz 
Elimary Joaquin-Santali Alexander Vincent Ciocchi 
Anthony Jordan 
k Georgia Sue Dain + 
k Brianna Diamond Martin Michael Joseph DellaRocca 
Sunu Mathew Erin Egnaczak + 
kkk Joseph Anthony Mogavero Thomas E. Lumbard Jr. 
kk Shelby Lynne Roberts Kristen Marie Maggi 
kkk Megan Elizabeth Rogers 
kk Taite Elizabeth Phillips 
k Emily Anne Shellenback 
k Michael Senia 
k Taylor Rose Thomas Dejanae Smith 
Matthew Wersan 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: FRENCH k Nicole Stacia Ziemba 
AND SPANISH 
* Danielle Marie Villanueva 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: 
MATHEMATICS 
** Taylor Ciraolo 
** Christopher James Flood 
* Mark Leonard Kalish 
** Stefanie Marie LoMedico 
** Samantha Lynne Maddalena 
** Jessica Elizabeth Perugino 
** Sara Jayne Yonta 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: SOCIAL 
STUDIES 
* Jack M. Boyko 
** Elliott Michael Butler 
Joshua Augustine Davy 
* Melissa Grace Eurich 
* Brianna Evans 
* Nicole Rose Hofmann 
Corey Daniel Knab 
* Marsilio Marcus Langella 
William Edward Lutcha 
Amanda Matarese 
* Erin McCarthy 
Justice Parker 
Serena Gabrielle Perez 
Caitiin Marie Schuler 
** Mandie M. Spaulding 
Frank J. Tullo 
* Nicholas Louis Turdo 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: SPANISH 
* Maria Rose Fall 
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES 
Gabrielle Christina Alcindor 
Alissa Marie Chung 
** Jacob Wright + 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
** Lindsay Eryn Bohemier 




Kyle Austin Albani 
** Karmelisha Megan Alexander 
Tyler Arnold-Brown 
** Simone Sarah Arzoomanian 
* Mariah Asencio 
* Taylor Kathryn Beaury 
Darren Michael Becker 
Zachary Becker 
Leah Frances Betso 
Hannah Elizabeth Bistocchi 
Thomas Edward Borfitz 
Ryan David Braund 
* Thomas Joseph Breslin 
* Kelsey Anne Bressett 
Ellen Buchner 
** Brianne Burrows 
Emily Claire Busta 
* Rossana Candela 
* Stephanie Carrier 
Christopher Joseph Caso 
Brian Ciboso 
Alexander Vincent Ciocchi + 
Scott Clifford 
Nicole Leigh Connell 
* Shannon Coogan 
Johnangelo Cordovano 
*** Francine Crociata 
* Gabriella Ann Czerw 
Dannielle Phyllis Delia Penta 
Kristen Gloria Di Bari 
Charles S. DiSanto 
Patrice Michelle DiTommaso 
Kayleen E. Driscoll 
Declan Fabrizio 
Nicole Ellen Fandozzi 
Brendan Thomas Ferguson 
Patrick John-Edward Gerard 
Cristian Gioia 
* Melanie S. Goldman 
** Elena Carolina Grande 
* Kaylin Guarneri 
Anders H. Hade 
Brian Hade 
Thomas Hagan 
Cecilia Marie Hall 
Christopher Michael Hasemann 
*** McKenzie Henry 
Jonathan Robert Heschl 
Mairead Elizabeth Hourihan 
* Jacquelyn Michelle Hulse 
Sophia Carly Isbell 
Kiana Jackson 
Mallory Jean Jones 
Samantha Alice Jones 
Carrel Joseph 
Kelsey M. Kane 
Michael Kane 
Crista Elizabeth Kelleher 
Nicole Dolores Kerremans 
Marsaili Jane Knapp 
*** Merlin Galahad Komenda 
Zachary Lagano 
Selena Anne Lopez 
Kerry Rose Lopinto 
Michelle J. Macalena 
Alyssa M. Marley 
Steven Brett Marvin 
Nicole Elizabeth McReynolds 
Katherine Millar 
Taylor Simone Miller 
Kasana Denise Milton 
Alexa Nicole Minotti 
Taylor Mary Murphy 
* Madison Paige Napoli 
* Carly Rose Neubert 




*** Taylor Ashley O'Halloran + 
Alida Palevic 
** Erica Ann Papitto 
Matthew Perry 
Jillian Piontek 
Nicholas J. Pizzurro 
Neil Ira Presser 
** Sabrina A. Pulizzi 
* Navita Ramprasad 
Megan M. Redmond 
Christopher Michael Rivera 
Alexandra Elizabeth Rizzo 
Andrew Ernest Roden 
Hailey Christy Rogers 
Eileen Arrianna Rosario 
Matthew Rosario 
Nicole Rossi 
Taylor Andrew Rudloff 
* Melani Ani Salibian 
Rene Elizabeth Sandler 
* Manuel Joseph Sanzone II 
Victoria Maria Scaparro + 
* Marissa Lee Sharlow 
Riley Christine Shea 
Taylor Devon Sheridan 
** Valerie S. Sheridan 
Nicole Ashley Silberer 
Justin Simmons 
Caroline Singer 
* Emily Smith 
Constantinos Nicholas Sofos 
Amber Julia Solomon 
Joanquin Leroy Spencer 
Kierrah Celeste Titus 
* Bianca Maria Velasquez 
Victoria Rose Verni 
Cole Frederick Walter 
* Bailey Lorraine Ward 
Kevin Thomas Ward 
*** Joshua David Wilson 
Joanna Leigh Wood 
CRIMINOLOGY 
Joseph T. Anderson 
* Jaycie Marie Annable 
** Issa Ba 
Kathryn Grace Bailey 
* William James Bellingham 
Jose Luis Benitez 
Thomas Dennis Bergin 
Kyron Telston Blugh 
Jamie Josephine Brugaletta 
Jamie Lynn Janice Buckridge 
* Nathan James Butler 
* Erica N. Cantelmi 
Kayli Rose Carlisle 
* Kierstin Connelly 
Sean P. Crosby 
Michael Joseph Cruz 
Michael Karl DeCarlo 
* Michael Joseph Dotzler 
** Kourtney Elizabeth Doupe 
Kristyn Van Patten Drake 
* Mackenzie Marie Ehrling 
Irvens Eristil 
Grant Ferrante 
Timothy T. Francois 
Omar Antonio Garib 
Matthew Geisler 
*** Eryn Elisabeth Griep + 
* Jake Brandon Gross 
Selena Elizabeth Guzman 
Barrington Alexander Chaise Harvey 
Elizabeth Claire Henry 
*** Rebekka Barbara Higgins 
Andrew Michael Henry Hinrichs 
** William Kaastra 
Elizabeth Ting Ma 
Jonathan Robert Margiotta 
* Christopher David Matiatos 
** Erica Lee Miller 
Anthony Rosario Modica 
Jillian Murphy 
Breanna Murray 
* Mame D. Ndiaye 
Tytianna Noriega 
Courtney Danielle-Leigh Oberosler 
Joseph Patrick Pesce 
*** Kiana Naomy Rose 
Zachary Alexander Ryder 
*** John Luis Santarelli Jr. 
Joseph Paul Scalise Jr. 
* Mariel Frances Schickling + 
Courtney Silberer 
Justen John Silva 
*** Stuart Andrew John Sousa 
Eric St. John 
* Kiersten Marie Stoddard 
*** Erika Lynn Stremick # 
Joseph Valle 
Robert Whittin 
Edward Leslie Williams 
Kayla Maria Wilson 
ECONOMICS 
** Michelle Eleanora Fincken 
* Lucas Green 
* Andrew Weigman + 
*** Maya Zaynetdinova + 
ENGLISH 
Jessica Jayne Begeal 
Daniel Thomas Booth 
* Emily Carty 
Mariana Galeano 
* Chelsea Nicole Gifford 
* Joshua Herter 
* Kelly Anne Lambkin 
Evelyn M. Marks 
** Peter Nicholas McKasty 
*** Hannah Dorothea Mekeel + 
** Samantha Mosca + 
Christopher William O'Neill 
Rebecca Lauren Perez 
Korinne Nicole Sciorsci + 
*** Brian Thornton 
Cameron Michael Vedder 
FRENCH 
*** Richard Anthony Bastien 




Stephanie E. Balan 
Daniel Brennan Bankert 
*** Christopher Paul Carey 
Steven J. Farina 
* Gillian Farnan + 
Justin Hilborne 
** Ezekiel Johnson 
** Claire Leggett 
* Andrew Thomas McCann 
Conor Killian McCarthy 
Andrew William Moesch 
Andwi Nepomuceno 
Alexander Orlich 
Jean Paul Ospina 
Cory James Palombo 
* Alicia Rose Piatt 
Dylan Randazzo 
Cody Roman 
*** Charlotte Mary Rosvold 
Victoria Maria Ryan 
Robert Scalise 
Jasmine Chante Sprauve 
*** James D. Warner + 
Brendan Woods 
INDIVIDUALIZED DEGREE PROGRAM 
Anthony Michael Gallegro 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
*** Taylor Marie Bood-Usher 
Gabrielle Nicole Bruno + 
Brandon Trei Canady 
Geovanny Chu Wong 
** Zachary J. Curtis 
* Rebecca Day 
* Julie Flanagan + 
*** Anna Viola Gorall + 
Taurie Hackemer + 
Emily lamarino 
Caroline Krendel 
Kevin Alexander Morales 
Alexander J. Trainer 
*** Maya Zaynetdinova + 
MATHEMATICS 
Henry Craig Brent 
** Jessica Lynn Cichy # 
* Tyrell Maurice Ryan 
* Andrew Weigman + 
MUSICAL THEATRE 
* Olivia Andrunik # 
Nikki Ferrara 
** Andrew Tyler Kear 
** Hailey Anne Pytel + 
** Douglas P. Robbins 
** Chloe Marie Solan 
Emily Collette Woods 
NEW COMMUNICATION MEDIA 
Ian Clifford Campbell 
Nicholas James Carubia 
Kevin Daniel DiDonato 
* Mitchell David Ensman 
Liam Conall Fogarty 
Nicholas Garcilazo 
* Gino Anthony Gioielli 
Nolan Thomas Harpp 
Joaking Jean Baptiste 
** Patrick Lavin Jr. 
Vincent Romeo 
* Luke Emerson Warpus 
NEW MEDIA DESIGN 
** Emily Maye Breinlinger 
** Colleen Elizabeth Donnelly 
* Matthew Sergei Gisin 
* Kaitlyn Klippert 
* Elizabeth Kathryn Mahlman 
Connor Moriarity 
*** Matthew Oswald 
*** Kateri Ruebenstahl 
Pauriany Segarra 
Gage T. Smith 
Sebastien Taloute 
* Malik Watts 
* David L. Weaver 
Jesse Nathaniel Winters 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
*** Laura Elizabeth Barnstead + 
Adesola Belo 
* David Joseph Boodram 
Gabrielle Nicole Bruno + 
Elizabeth Cascio 
* Garrett Keith DuMond 
* Ian Kenneth Duquette 
* Nicole Alexandra Emanuele 
Kayla Rose Ernisse 
*** Eryn Elisabeth Griep + 
Taryn Annilise Grimes 
** Al Guidone 
Maddison Sheri Hickey 
Cody Hooper 
Jake A. Leibstein 
*** Anthony Anatoly Levitskiy + 
Joshua Lomuto 
Austin John Marotto 
David Garrett Martin 
* Matthew Mavrogian 
Megan Lynn Moreno 
** Liam Thomas O'Rourke 
* Adam Mark Palmer 
Gabriella Marie Park 
Sarah Frederique Prentice 
Joseph Michael Rodriguez 
Sergio Salamanca 
Isabella Johanna Sestak 
*** Alexandra Rose Turpin + 
*** James D. Warner + 
*** Jennifer Dawn Westwater # 
PROFESSIONAL WRITING 
*** Laura Elizabeth Barnstead + 
** Megan Brooke Batt 
* Morgan Christie # 
* Gillian Farnan + 
** Michelle Gillen 
Morgan Goldstein 
Shannon Marie Hanmer 
Victoria Cassandra Jean 
* Sasha Marie Knapp 
Eric Michael London 
* Jahniece Ororo McCollum 
*** Hannah Dorothea Mekeel + 
Troy Austin Muller 
*** Taylor Ashley O'Halloran + 
* Nicole Katherine Powers 
Victoria L. Quackenbush 
Victoria Maria Scaparro + 
Korinne Nicole Sciorsci + 
PSYCHOLOGY 
** Alya Ahmed Abdelaziz Mostafa Abbas 
Patrick Gabriel Broder 
Diamaris Symone Burton 
* Sarah Elizabeth Camp 
Emily Christine Chu 
Danielle Ciolino 
Faith Clark 
*** Andrew Christopher Corcoran 
Carolyn Renae Crawford 
** Thomas Danz 
*** Sarah Denkenberger 
* Erin Elizabeth Dudek 
* Rowan Fitzsimmons Elizabeth 
Maureen Elizabeth Fiumara 
Ashley Elizabeth Fowler 
Julie Elizabeth Froebrich 
Dexter Anthony Gordon 
** Jaclyn Gordon 
** Devon Keely Grady 
Jaime Lynn Harkins 
Shalhevet V. Harvey 
* Madison Taylor Hojnacki 
Savanna Leigh Hotaling 
** Alicia Lynn Isaacson 
Kaitlyn Eileen Kelly 
Nicole Kenyon 
Deidre Kirkem 
Danielle Marie LaRosa 
Gabrielle Louise LeClair 
** Shyanna Logan 
Cristal Johanny Luna Marte 
Sarah Mallis 
Jarrod Mauge 
Alan Michael McCormick 
Nyle David Mediate 
*** Hosna Mehrmohammadi + 
Jazmine Alexandria Moore 
** Samantha Mosca + 
Joshua K. Moss 
* James Mullen 
Michael J. Neumann 




* Alexandria A. Pisarczyk 
Brianna Laura Pizzuto 
Julia Anna Ragaglia 
Lauren Julia Ramos + 
Jazmin Raymundo-Rebollar 
* Hope Renee Rebeor 
Francesca Rose 
*** Chance Moeteaph Ryan 
* Mariel Frances Schickling + 
Chyna Lyn Simonds 
* Cassandra Barbara Storey 
* Quianah Chanillia Stowe 
* Ashley Vega 
Austin James Walters 
* Rebecca Webster 
SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY 
* Aristotle Ze Arkayasa 
Spencer Scott Greenberg 
*** Elizabeth G. Hradil 
Tierra C. Labrada 
** Samantha Alexandra Macrae 
RachelGrace Joy Oliver 
Victoria Pappalardo 
Lauren Julia Ramos + 
Shannon Robinson 
* Kerrin Isabel Weiner 
** Jacob Wright + 
SOCIOLOGY 
Kimberly Adiyia 
* Olivia Grace Agostinello 
*** Janay Anderson 
Paul Aponza 
*** Hunter Berndt 
Kayla Brady 
Madeline Del Rosario Brito 
* Matthew Buckley 
Andrew Charles Caraballo 
Merino Joseph Ciccone 
*** Teresa Lynn Contessa 
* Georgia Sue Dain + 
Alissa De Padua 
Victoria Marie Dean 
Caroline Depestre 
Elizabeth Diefendorf 
* Joesnandy Espino 
* Julie Flanagan + 
** Danielle Marie Gomez 
** Alexandra Lynn Hummel 
Nicholas Joseph Jao 
** Courtney Kenavan 
Lindsay Nicole Kravit 
Christina Allison Langer 
* Jaclyn Emma Lauck 
Tyler Deforest Loudon 
Bryan Stephen Madan 
Anthony Joseph Malinovsky 
Olivia Malone 
* Keara Kathleen McNamara 
Kaylee Meagher 
* Savannah Rae Miller 
* Kelly Minicozzi 
Carly Catherine Moran 
* Conor Terence Nee 
Raffaele Alessio Nuzzi 
Logan Alexis Nuzzolese 
Dalton Tamba Nyumah Jr. + 
** Chiara Perfetti 
Natalie Vanessa Piccolo 
Meghan Elizabeth Porr 
* Alex Pressman 
* Kayla Rose Quigley 
Chauntavia Rausch Moran 
Anne Elizabeth Reid 
Katherine Reynoso-Zil 
Katelyn Ciara Riese 
Isaac Robert Rodriguez 
Jamie Lynn Sblendorio 
Patrick Gordon Schetter 
Robert William Silva 
Jenna Rose Skurnick 
Tiffany Marie Sobrino 
*** Chelsea Lee Spier 
Kimberly Robin Stathis 
Sydney N. Thomas 
*** Leah Tidd 
Madison A. Tripp 
Sarah Van Gorden 
Gabriella Carmen Velazquez 
Katherine Elizabeth White 
Omeli Suhey Woodstock 
Makenzie Nann Wright 
Toni Dawn Yancey 
SPANISH 
* Cynthia Alvarez 
** Nicole Suzanne DeLaura-Ariola 
Marlon Rodriguez 
*** Alexandra Rose Turpin + 
TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND 
LANGUAGE 
Emma Kelsey Bates 
* Alexa Nicole Blank 
*** Lei Chen 
** Chelsea Tyler Cronk 
** Emma Rachel Dreilinger 
Gunel Ipeksu Durmaz 
Antonio Joseph Fiume 
** Andrianna JoEmily Gaj 
*** Elizabeth Gomez 
Reymond Mel Martinez 
Julia Monachelli 
Anna Ortiz 
** Brenda Celeste Perrella 
Eden Leigh Smith 
Alexander Michael Vargas 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
ART STUDIO 
*** Allison Elizabeth Lewis 
Bachelor of Science 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: BIOLOGY 
Hannah Rose Dauria 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: 
CHEMISTRY 
Phillip R. Blair II 
0 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: EARTH 
SCIENCE 
** Jacqueline Candice Petrie 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: 
MATHEMATICS 
* Michelle Aguirre 
** Bryan Eric Arochas 
*** Miranda Barbara 
*** Kelly Marie Breckenridge 
Jessica Elizabeth Brennan 
* Victoria Jean Evans 
Meghan Elizabeth Friberg 
Margaret Genevieve Fucheck 
** Nicholas Holcomb 
* Lauren N. Kanfer 
*** Hannah Christine Laper 
*** Kathryn Lee Mansfield 
James Paul O'Connell 
*** Julia Ottinger 
Caitlin Soriano 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: PHYSICS 
* Brett Goldberg 
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: PHYSIC 
AND MATHEMATICS 
Sean Thomas Carlo Moody 
* Nicholas Eldridge Netto 
* Jennifer Rose Stace 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
*** Andrew Miller McLean Duval 
Tariq Hussain 
* Oni Christopher Johnson-Hackle 
** Kristen Ann Kircher 
James Patrick Maher 
Kyle J. Parella 
Shane Daniel White 
BIOLOGY 
* Joseph Aabye 
** Kaila Ann Babcock 
Sara Ashley Billing s 
Ryan I. Boettcher 
** Katherine Anne Bracht 
Oscar Cadena 
Gianna Crescenza Carnesi 
* Cody Joseph Casagrande 
* Gina Castellano 
Christopher Dominick Cortese 
* Brent Thomas DiVittorio 
Paul John Dolce 
Brendan Keith Dunn 
*** Corrine Elizabeth Edick 
Megan Nicole Edwards 
Rebecca Ann Eichorst 
Kayla Marie Evans 
Zachary Jacob Gomes 
Meaghan Taylor Greene 
Nina Elizabeth Guajardo 
* Anna Haley 
* Nicholas James Harmer 
Margarita E.C. Harper-Ottey 
** Kevin Scott Ivory 
Jessica Kristin Jachemczyk 
*** Lisa Anne Johnson-DiMarco 
Cassandra Kelm 
Torri Marie Klein 
Briana Marie Kranz 
Kristen Laccetti 
Jasmine L. LaMontain 
s 
Rachel Nguyen Le 
Amanda Marie Lienemann 
Pamela Londono 
*** Samantha Skye Maltory 
Kylie Beleau Marflak 
Malori Mattimore 
John P. McGarty Jr. 
Matthew Hudson McGrath 
Morgan Elizabeth McGuinness 
** Kayla Jessica Melshenker 
Stephanie Minch 
Richard Patrick Mosall Jr. 
Kevin Murray 
Jennifer Pietricola 
* Jenna Anne Reinhardt 
Ayanna Deanna Roberts 
* Andrea T. Schoonmaker 
Makenzie Marie Schrader 
Kaylin Mackenzie Smith 
Tevin R. Smith 
Jerry Anna Spiegel 
Thomas Quinlan Springer 
Sean Sweeney 
Kristen Elizabeth Toms 
Dana Marie Tosi 
Margaret Anne Ullrich 
*** Leanne Carolyn Ulrich 
Peter John Voorhees + 
Brock J. Ward 
Jordan Tyler Wesley 
* Ryan H. Young 
* Brian Terry Zoll 
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES 
** Hailey M. Babcock 
Alexis Blanco 
Julia Elizabeth Buerle 
Maribel Marcela Burga 
Ariel Francisco Chevez 
* Jena Nichole Freese 
* Kenneth Greco 
* Shanna Marie Hatten 
* Matthew Hendrickson 
* Ashley Elizabeth Holt 
Brandi S. Hunt 
** Jennifer Ashley Kipp 
* Georgia Marinakos 
Cailin Monroe 
Ashley Marie Moulton 
Sagar Mukhiya 
*** Paige Nicole Sisenstein 
*** Tashania S. Treasure 
** Sara Ann Wick 
BUSINESS ECONOMICS 
Derrick Abbey 
* Kevin Adarkwah 
Eric Alanis 
* Anthony Amendolara 






*** Jillian Sara Blumstein 
* Pavel A. Bondarenko 
Nicholas Bonitatibus 
* Andrew Garrett Bourdeau 
Alexis Bower 
Chelsea Diane Brady 
Daniel John Broderick III 
Donald Brown 
Tyler Perry Brown 
Darrius Bryant 
* Madison Saige Campanelli 
Michael Caraiani Jr. 
Kevin Joseph Carpenter 
** Kelly Elizabeth Carrigan 
** Justin Cestro 
Anthony Chang 
Luis Antonio Colon 
Mianna Conti 
Corey Roberts Cooper 
Michael Covas 
* Nicholas Jon DAntonio 
Michael Charles DeBuccio Jr. 
Kaley Ann Decker 
Tyler DeHaan 
Leah Nicole Denning 
Matthew Joseph DePalma 
Blondine Deprinvil 
Sara Dertinger 
Kyle Joseph Dickson 
*** Vincent DiGiovanna 
Joseph Dionisio 
Alyson Maria Domiano 
** Brian Drake 
Michael G. Dutescu 
Edward Gordon Eddington II 
Liam Peter Erickson 
Deuly Espinal 
Zachary Joseph Farmiloe 
** Brittany Fialkowski 
** Ryan Patrick Flanagan 
Ethan Paar Forster 
Paul Raymond Fregeau 
Anthony Gallo 
Ray Anthony Ganley 
Brett Joseph Gatien 
Mark Anthony Genovese 
** Michael Gioia 
Vicky Aida Godinez 
*** Michael George Graveline 
*** Arthur James Haase 
Alison Marie Hernandez 
* Tina Nicole Hoag 
Kayla Rose Hughes 
Michaela Hulett 
Tyler Henry-Louis Isgar 
Abed Issa 
Christian Leonard Jacques 
** Brittany P. Johnson 
* Katerina Karousos 
Kevin Kelley 
** Melissa Kelley 
* Dillon John Kenny + 
* Sydney C. Knight 
Kyle Kolodinsky 
Cory Hamilton Lauer 
*** Chad Lawrence 
Tymothy Lotocky 
** Lauren Martin 
** Justin Michael Mazzarisi 
Thomas Joseph McNaney 
Austin Miller 
Sean Emmett Nicholson 
Adrian Charles Nobile 
Jacob John Nocerino 
Thomas Nolan 
** Danielle M. O'Neill 
*** Thomas Paul Oliver 
Jonathan Alexander Orasel 
** Jordan Pearsall 
Andrew Thomas Pelkey 
Luis M. Perdomo 
Linda I. Pesa 
Timothy Pich 
* Hollyanne Elizabeth Pietra 
Mark Pollock 
** Nolan Sean Pues 
Antonio Silas Reed 
Fabio Ricci 
Meredith Ringer 
** Paul Alexander Riverain 
John William Rizzo 
Nicole Marie Romano 
Stephen Anthony Rossi 
Michael Joseph Ruvio 
** Griffin John Ryan 
* Devon Ashton Sanders 
* Christopher Seeback 
Allison Rachel Segal 
*** Amanda Brittany Sharpsteen 
Kourtney Michelle Sibley 
Danveer Singh 
Bobbie J. Snyder 
** Kelly Marie Sottilaro 
Nicholas James Stem 
Jeremy Stinson 
Amalia E. Tapia 
** Julianne Tesi 
Brian James Thivierge 
** Nicholas Aldo Tibaldi 
Michael William Timmerman 
* Jessica Valerio 
Devin Ward 
Makenzi Waterman 
Aidan Noel Weir 
** Julia P. West 
David F. Wicks 
Matthew Green Wimer 
Joshua David Wlostowski 
Alexander Wong 
Jessica Marie Wright 
Meghan Yaw 
** Jose Andres Zambrano 
CHEMISTRY 
*** Ashley Evanchof 
** Jeffrey Paul Pegau Hock 
Jonathan Thomas Lamb 
* Mackenzie Lewis 
Brittany Noelle Parody 
*** Tyler Schwertfeger 
CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 
Haley Lynn Bargabos 
* Gabriella Nicole Cerrati 
* Leigh L. Hubler 
Travis David Kryger-Stramba 
Nicole Elizabeth Schumann 
Kalee Jean Russetta Walden 
** Brandon Nicholas Williams 
ECONOMICS 
Keith Michael Fresh 
Matthew Louis Scotellaro 
GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
*** Joseph Vincent Barbara 
Thomas Corcoran 
Brian Cremer 
** Daniel Peter DiDomenico 
Cody Clifford Doane 
*** Aaron Homer 
Sikanda Saysanavong 
Emily Ruth Grace Seyerle 
* Joseph Thomas Spencer 
*** Marc Wieseneld 
GEOLOGY 
* Thomas Edward Badamo Jr. 
* Taylor Buckley 
Shaolin Meliora Censullo 
* Alexander Eckert-Ross 
Joseph Anthony Farrell 
Tiffany Caroline Leone 
* Colin Patrick Modrak 
Rebecca Stella Muller 
Steven E. Pallogudis 
Troy Piatt 
Rebeka Adler Smith 
* Sierra Pauline Bessie Tweedie 
Barbara Yarborough 
INDIVIDUALIZED DEGREE PROGRAM 
Devonte Lamar Davis 
Shelby Elizabeth Johnson 
*** Amanda May 
MATHEMATICS 
Travis Napoleon Caldwell 
Jun Chen 
* Gregory Chery Cyrille 
Alexis Anne Finn 
* John Ginex 
*** Alexa Goldstein 
*** Amanda Carrie Gray 
*** Rhianna M. Hickey 
* Dillon John Kenny + 
Wensheng Liang 
Bryan Patrick Smith 
Isabella Ward 
*** Jennifer Westwater # 
PHYSICS 
Ursula H. Mates 
** Matthew Personius 
* Matthew Sicardi 
Jack Thomas Simmons 
Justin J. Solares 
Rares Co drut Vacalau 





Renee Louise Anderson 
Morghen Elizabeth Axtell 
Molly Backus 
* Kaitlyn Budge 
Angela Butler 
Shannon Grace Caddell Wood 
* Jaimee Carroll 
* Lindsey Paige Carter 
* Morgan Christie # 
Rosheia Danai Church 
Steven Paul Clairmont 
Shannon Christa Cunningham 
Brendan Shay Curran 
* Nadine de Nijs 
Jade Mackenzie Doty 
Amanda Clare Endrizzi 
** McKenna Mary Ford 
*** Jessica Ann Frank 
** Alexandra Frederick 
Brittany Danielle Freifeld 
*** Hsiao Ting Heidi Fu 
Jordan Michael Garrow 
** Aaron Granger 
** David Richard Grant 
Kyle D. Hallett 
Samuel Charles Hatem 
** Tanecia Maria Henry 
* Johanna Hernandez 
Rodney Elijah Highsmith 
Dominique Austin Hinds 
Kaleigh Nichole Hotchkin 
Morgan Hurlburt + 
Brianna L.Johnsen 
Heather R. Jones 
Dominique Marcee Kenyatta 
Ray Kim 
Amanda Renee Lagan 
Casey LaNave 
Donald Philip Letendre 
*** Anthony Anatoly Levitskiy + 
Andrea Danielle Lewis 
Christopher D. Lewis 
* Antonia Liana Marsala 
* Julianna Maria Matos 
*** Sarah Kathleen O'Hagen 
*** Kimberly Paige Persico 
* Jessica Carolyn Phillips 
Neve C. Polius 
Alicia Gerrans Pooley 
Cristina Nicole Portanova 
*** Angelica Rose Porto 
Ronald Lewis Pressley Jr. 
Jacqueline Leigh Richards 
Marissa Shellyn Riggi 
Cydney Hannah Rippel 
* Abigail Sloan Roe 
John Russo 
* Malena Sarmiento 
Jack LaRose Scaldaferri 
Marissa Louise Schlee 
Amber June Shelley 
* Richelle Skarbowski 
** Juliana Slodki 
*** Kaeley A. Spicer 
*** Erika Lynn Stremick # 
Nicole Elizabeth Strianese 
* Brianna Lou Sullivan 
* Alyssa Frances Dianne Taylor 
MariaSophia Vigliotti 
Vittoria Justine Volpe 
Deidra Erin Walker 
Sarah Elizabeth Warriner 
Alyssa Marie Williams 
Kara Williams 
Alexis Stephanie Zois 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND 
PUBLIC POLICY 
Ceasar Cantori 
Ciara M. Davison 




Bachelor of Science 
EARLY CHILDHOOD AND CHILI 
EDUCATION 
*** Jackelyn Aguirre 
* Cynthia Alvarez 
* Olivia Andrunik # 
* Rachel Elizabeth Axt 
** Kylie Carla-Ann Baker 
*** Sean Tyler Barry 
* Giovanna Nicole Barto 
Seranda Kathleen Barton 
** Sierra R. Beebe 
Heather Michelle Benjamin 
*** Shelby V. Bergen 
Samantha Nicole Bliss 
Danielle I. Bodnar 
*** Katherine E. Boehm 
* Carly Marie Bossung 
* Hanna Brady 
* Samantha Nicole Bredy 
* Elizabeth Brokob 
** Bridget M. Burrows 
** Jaelyn Marie Cabassa 
Marissa Elizabeth Cabrera 
** Andrea Nunez Caicedo 
Matthew Calandra 
*** Katelynn Michelle Capizzi 
* Karen Ann Carlson 
*** Jade Nichol Case 
* Daniela Castro 
* Taylor Nicole Catalano 
* Sydney Lynn Cerase 
Soimore S. Cherry 
** Jessica Lynn Cichy # 
** Krishna E. Clark 
*** Nicole Marie Clark 
*** Kaley Grace Clavell 
Delaney Rebecca Clifford 
** Emily Grace Cooper 
*** Dijurnett Chivon Coote 
** Lyndsay E. Corey 
** Tiana Nicole Costa 
* Corilynn J. Coye 
* Jennifer Nicole Crowley 
Brittany Nicole DeGaetano 
* Gabrietle Alyssa DeJesus 
** Crystal Demma 
* Giana Nicole DeSantis 
Erica Lynn DiFondi 
*** Morgan Quinn Dunn 
** Sarah Eastman 
Alyssa Ann Edwards 
** Kathleen Ellsworth 
*** Melissa Ann Emilio 
* Danielle Engers 
* Danielle Fendrich 
Zhane A. Fernandez 
MaryClaire Brooke Fiacco 
* Ashley Taylor Findel 
** Pearl Elizabeth Fischer 
* Caitlin Marie Fox 
** Shannon Kristen Fraher 
** Larissa Marie Furness 
* Alexandra Galan 
10 
** Sara J. Garrahan 
** Taylor Paige Gibbons 
** Conor Richard Ginnane 
Kenzie Elizabeth Goldsnider 
* Jamie Granholm 
* Kelsea Dawn Graves 
** Adriana Guglielmo 
Samantha Lynn Guth 
*** Julia Ann Halburian 
Breanne Elizabeth Handwerker 
Brigit Slle Hargis 
* Jessica Loren Harman 
* Kaitlyn M. Harman 
* Rachael V. Harris 
** Emily G. Harvey 
** Stephanie Hector 
Ashley Paige Hershkopf 
* Olivia Anne Herter 
** Megan Elizabeth Hill 
Ashley Mary Hiller 
*** Heather Rose Hoeffner 
** Kerri Ann Hollowood 
Rachel Josephine Howlett 
** Justine Carolyn Huber 
Jennifer L. lannone 
* Shelby Elizabeth Ingrassia 
Brittany Rose Johnson 
*** Heather Marie Jones 
** Malorie Ann Jones 
*** Alondra Marie Judge Hughes 
*** Jessica Mary Juozitis 
Prisilla Kabba 
Han Sol Kang 
** Michelle Karwowski 
* Colleen Bennett Kennedy 
** Ann Elizabeth Kerner 
** Dakota Shay Killian 
*** Kelsey E. Klein 
*** Emily Johanna Klotz 
** Nicoletta Korkis 
*** Logan Brittany Kravitz 
Natalie Kropp 
*** Gretchen Sheila Krzykowski 
*** Brianna Carol Kuhn 
Katherine Nicole Kuvish 
Paige LaBouf 
* Briana Faith Laderer 
** Jocelyn Elizabeth Lake 
** Brittany Alicia Lane 
* Jacqueline Lang 
** Christine Elizabeth LaVoie 
** Kristin Rose Litz 
* Courtney Ann Loper 
* Kristina Elena Loria 
Emonie Lovell 
* Amanda Louise Lyon 
Isabella E. Mancuso 
* Kimberly Margolin 
Cassandra Lee Martin 
* Alexandra Paige Martinek 
** Nicole Mastrandrea 
* Gabrielle Marie Matos 
* Brittany Alaina Mauriello 
* Malia Michelle McAfee 
** Jill McCormack 
*** Emily May McGurk 
** Adriana Jane McKeever 
* Ashley Therese Mehale 
*** Britini Jo Merrill 
** Dana Marie Messina 
*** Erin Kathleen Metallo 
* Megan Elyse Metruck 
Michael Montello 
* Emma Claire Moran 
Megan Alexis Morreale 
* Rachelle Marie Morrison 
* Victoria Lynn Morsette 
** Mackensie Elizabeth Mulvihill 
** Kristen Anna Nacterio 
** Sofia Nesci 
** Ella Kathleen Neville 
** Kimberly Ann Newman 
*** Lauren Alexandra Nostra 
** Kristen Elizabeth O'Connor 
** Christen Pauline O'Hora 
** Caitlin Horwood O'Rourke 
Kaitlin Ann Ortolano 
** Maria Panuccio 
* Lindsey Ann Panza 
* Gina Marie Parrino 
Kathia Parris 
* Alexandra Parrottino 
** Ashley Elizabeth Pasternak 
** Alyssa Marie Policastro 
*** Samantha T. Ponzo 
* Sarina Jane Pregiato 
* Deanna Theresa Presta 
* Christina Nicole Price 
*** Madison Mansfield Provencher 
** Daniela Rappa 
* Vanessa Maria Regis 
* Emma Joy Ribaudo 
* Stephanie Theresa Riccardo 
** Olivia Jayne Roberts 
* Sara Nicole Rudolph 
** Jennifer Rumel 
** Jordan Hunter Sabinsky 
* Kimberly Marie Sammon 
* Olivia Lucia Santoro 
* Breanna Katherine Savage 
* Krista Maria Savino 
* Mary Josephine Schlimmer 
* Karly Taylor Schmitt 
* Danielle Schreiber 
* Nicholas Richard Schuldt 
*** Ivy Storm Senke Starowicz 
Kaitlin Elizabeth Sevik 
Harmony Louise Seymour 
** Kelly Shap 
* Stephanie Michelle Shapiro 
Jamie Lynn Sheridan 
Ashlee M. Sherwood 
* Alexandra Rae Showers 
*** SaraSiliznol 
Katarina Sloboda 
** Alexandra Marie Smith 
*** Carli Elizabeth Smith 
** Kailey Michelle Smith 
* Jennifer Megan Snell 
Stephanie Paige Sorice 
* Marissa Christina Spalletta 
Natalie Specioso 
Jaime Lyn Spera 
Nicole Korryn Stalford-Layton 
** Halee Marie Steen 
*** Maria Catherine Stokes 
Kelsey Merritt Sullivan 
* Brandon Alexander Swaby 
Nicholas John Swing 
*** Ashley Rose Tabuntschikow 
Casey Meredith Targovnik 
Brianna Tartt-Taylor 
* Cristina Taylor 
** Justin Teague 
*** Marissa Theodorellis 
* Stephanie Timoney 
* Julianne Toth 
*** Kaitlin Michelle VanDervort 
** Lauren Claire Volpe 
* Marissa Erin Wagner 
* Bryan Matthew Walsh 
*** Kelby Alyssa Watkins 
Kelly Lynn Weiner 
* Bari Weinstein 
* Emily Whelehan 
*** Rachel Maria Williams 
** Sarah Lindsay Williamson 
Christa Nicole Wixon 
** Josie Lee Wyllie 
* Lin Xiu Yang 
*** Miranda Leigh Yoli 
* Karina A. Yu 
* Brianna K. Zinger 
INCLUSIVE CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Jocenelle Sarah Alcime 
* Paul Justin Bergman 
Kristina Louisa Brito 
** Jadyn Theresa Broccoli 
*** Andrew Thomas Busch 
** Courtney Anne Carter 
Carli Rose Clementi 
*** Samantha Josie Czeczotka 
** Justina Maryanne Dolson 
** Nicole Genung 
** Jessica Grace Giovino 
* Emma Rosemarie Kanestrin 
** Christine Amanda Lare 
*** Nicole Jean LaVancha 
* Sydney Rose Leone 
** Shuk-Man Liu 
*** Emily Porretta 
* Hilary Anna Rewinski 
* Marissa Elizabeth Schiavone 
* Brittany Nicole Schneider 
Catelyn Rose Sloane 
** Alecia Spitz 
** Ashley Elizabeth Sterling 
INCLUSIVE SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Emily Hope Altschuler 
** Marissa Arocho 
* Amanda Leigh Arroyo 
Cassandra Lee Beccaris 
*** Lauren Elizabeth Belles 
Andrea Rose Bongiorno 
Leanne Catherine Brouder 
Jillian Marie Burns 
* Ravon Malik Kareem Carrillo 
Kristen Carroll 
* Jordan Marie Cimilluca 
Jacqueline Marie Coffey 
Hannah Cummins 
Austin John Cunney 
*** Shannon Brianne Digney 
* Kathleen Michelle Drake 
Kayleigh Ines Escamilla 
** Jacqueline Suzanne Falk 
** Anne Elise Farnsworth 
Brandon Patrick Hall 
* Anna Harkins 
* Brytney Suanne Hatfield 
** Carly Rachel Hausner 
*** Fiona Gael Hayden 
Megan Catherine Hendrickson 
* Skyler Marie Hoyt 
** Sarah C. Hund 
*** Sophie Elizabeth Luckette 
* Mackenzie Elisabeth Madsen 
Denise Marie Mannix 
* Kaitlyn A. Marshall 
Jessica A. Meighan 
Elizabeth Marie Mikels 
* David Armindo Miranda 
** Dylan Mitchell 
Alicia Marie Montague 
Anthony Alexander Mora 
James Robert Nielsen 
* Meghan Pauline Prchal 
** Tyler Peter Proscia 
* Victoria Noelle Reinold 
* Samantha Stagles 
SELECTED STUDIES 
Victoria Leigh Ciambriello 
Brooke Anne Heidorn 
** Sinead Elizabeth Hughes 
Brittany Rose Johnson 
Kristine Elizabeth Kodadar 
Kelly Elizabeth Leahy 
Sarah Nicole McLean 
* Christian Michael Quijada 
* Naquera Zhane Roach 
Amber L. Wetzel 




Bachelor of Science 
ATHLETIC TRAINING 
* Deryk Joseph Artioli 
* Brittany Alyse Bamann 
Taylor Lynne Buell 
** Korey Shania Bunal 
*** Stephanie Ann Cerniglia 
Nicholas Shea Clark 
** David Anthony DeNigris 
* Samantha Michelle Familo 
Jennifer Fenwick 
Emily Anne Fettinger 
Kazuma Fukuzumi 
* Lisa Hamilton 
Sara Elizabeth Isgar 
* Joseph Michael Kennedy 
*** Taylor Kolniak 
** Matthew Krumholtz 
* Kayla R. Mansfield 
* Tyler J. McGrath 
Adrienne Marie Nye 
* Elizabeth Claire Pearson 
Nicholas Michael Ralicky 
Kailey Anna Mae Reddick 
Nathaniel Reynaud 
* MaryBeth M. Schram 
Lianne Marie Shroba 
* Kayla Rose Simpson 
** Matthew RW. Smith 
Brittany Nicole Stephens 
** Thomas Edward Tormey 
* Michael T. Watson 
COACHING 
Kendall E. Allmendinger 
Oshen-Keli Beayon 
Paul Joseph Dondero 
Ameer Hakim Ellis 
Sean Winsor Getman 
Kyle James Graver 
Nicholas Hamil 
Diamond Drew Jackson 
* Laura Margaret Messer 
Brandon Joseph Mullin 
Austin J. Reifsnyder 
Mitchell Whalen Ryan 
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
Hillary Alvarez 
Victor Josue Amador 
Mabel 0. Asare 
Marisa Eva Bernstein 
* Francesca Boccia 
Danielle Broder 
Michelle Steffy Candelo 
Risa Candace Charles 
Joseph Chiarenza 
** Nicole Ciccotelli 
Cory James Crazier 
* Ashley Taylor Crum 
* Hannah Dalton 
* Samantha Lynn Daniels 
* Jerell T. DeCaille 
a 
*** Rebecca Elizabeth Donovan 
Jill Doyle 
Kaitlyn Tess Eber 
Kelly Anne Eckhoff 
Brandon Ellis 
Jacquelyn R. Ferraro 
Jamila Juanita Gloria Ferrell 
* Victoria Filim 
*** Richelle Carmilita Filipello 
Richard Joseph Fiorentino 
* Amanda Elizabeth Fitzgerald 




* Sydney Goldstein 
*** Grace Madeleine Goliber 
Christopher Ferenc Gombos 
Danielle Renee Goodman 
Ryan William Gouse 
* Jasonna Graham 
* Darnell Gray 
* Kristie Ann Houlihan 
** Gloria Naa Ayeley Hulede 
* Shai'an Malika Irving 
* Alexa Breanna Jones 
Victoria J. Koesterich 
Stephanie Rose Koloski 
* Ashley Lamar 
Melissa Patrice Lee 
* Luis Xavier Leon 
*** Gabrielle Marcello 
Kaitlyn Michele Mayer 
Brianna L. McLaughlin 
** Claire Margaret Miskell 
*** Lia Marie Mistretta 
Kathryn Mary Mormino 
Kathleen M. Morovich 
** Rachel Murray 
** Kyra Virginia Newcombe 
Arianna Palmer 
** Alexandria Penka 
Carolina Pichardo 
Leslian Ramirez 
* Alexis S. Ramsey 
Matthew Recek 
* Neil Michael Desmond Reid 
Marissa Shante-Marie Reno 
** Sabrina Pinto Ribeiro 
Taylor Marie Rosette 
Ashley Michelle Ruggiero 
Jenna Lynn Saraceno 
Aime Adriana Sepulveda 
Jamie Nicole Silver 
Allison Victoria Smith 
* Brenna Taggerty 
Zackary Charles Taylor 
* Madison Taylor Terrillion 
Xena Elizabeth Ticona 
Carolyn Wagner 
Taylor Walker 
* Rachel Lynn Wellner 
*** Rachel Marie Wilson 
Megan Elizabeth Winded 
Meagan Nicole Zayas 
EXERCISE SCIENCE 
* Rachel-Valerie Adolphe 
Seth Joseph Anderson 
Roland Carlisle Archie 
Kimberly Johanna Argueta 
E 
* Daniel Bach 
Timothy Barr 
* Benjamin Samuel Baskin + 
** Thomas Grant Benedict 
Caoimhe M. Bowden 
Nicholas John Boyd 
Ryan Patrick Boyle 
Anna Branch 
** Alicia Breer 
Nicole J. Bromka 
Jayson Brown 
Anthony Bucci 
* Daria Bystry 
Nicholas Andrew Carlson 
Ashley Elizabeth Cleary 
* Kimberly Elizabeth Coelho 
Madison Marie Comins 
** Kevin Conley 
* Harrison Rory Conn 
Thomas Cornelius 
* Darien Christopher Cruz 
Nicholas Matthew Curci 
Daniel Salvatore D'Amico 
Eric John Daluz Sousa 
** Christopher Everett DeBellis 
*** Jessica Leigh Degina 
** Drew S. Dejohn 
** Eric Deutsch 
*** Jessica Diehl 
Ronald Duppert 
Steven Charles Easterbrook 
** Alyssa Mary Edwards 
Michelle Eichinger 
* Michael Justin Espeso 
Deanna Eure 
Amanda Nicole Falsone 
** Liza N. Ferro 
** Hannah F. Finch 
Joseph Jake Fischetti 
Conor David Francis Foley 
Ryan Christopher Fortier 
Brandohn Allen Gabbert 
** Laurilyn Elana Gelardi 
*** Gabriella Ghanime 
** Michael Giordano 
* Emily Margaret Godin 
*** Megan Rose Gonzalez 
* Hannah Marie Graham 
Gabrielle Grzegrzolka 
* Christopher Fabio Gutierrez 
Bronson Peter Harris 
Sydney Alexys Harris 
Morgan Hurlburt + 
* Meghan Sue Johansson 
Marissa Estefani Joya 
* Danielle N. Kemmerer 
Kristen Elaine Kennedy 
Samantha Lee Ketcham 
*** Adrianne Lynn Kilgen 
*** Austin J. Kilmer 
Halle Christine King 
Matthew Joseph King 
Alyssa J. Kunzman 
Matthew Gene R. Ladaga 
Giang Thanh Lam 
Rachel Larabee 
** Larry Bernard Lindsey 
* Loren Nicole Livote 
James Paul Lock 
Kristin Nicole Lopez 
Matea Lozina 
Camlyn Lyons 
Anthony Michael Macera 
Emily Marie Major 
* Richard Michael Mancuso 
Azure-Dee Martens-Carroll 
** Jason Elmer Martin 
** Danielle Louise Maurer 
Peter Anteaus Mazidis 
Kaitlyn Marissa McDonald 
Kevin Donald McGowan 
Kyle James McGrattan 
Ryan James Mehr 
* Jennifer Grace Messina 
** Brandon Christopher Meyer 
* Alyssa M. Mongioi 
** Katherine Grace Monson 
Megan Elizabeth Morrison 
Christopher Wayne Mulato 
Larissa Mullins 
Daniel Alberto Naranjo 
* John Neuman 
Joseph Peter Nugent 
Gearard O'Donnell 
Timothy J. O'Keefe 
Michael Edward O'Neill 
Christopher John Olave 
James Eric Oliver 
Yusuke Oshimizu 
Daniel Walter Paesano 
Rick Michael Paesano 
* Megan Elizabeth Paratore 
* Tiffani Anne Parente 
* Janine Page Patora 
* Jesse Perrone 
Shelby Pettersen 
*** Tevin Tin Pham 
Kennedy Phelan 
Devin Wyatt Phelps 
Alexander R. Potter 
Angelica Rose Mejia Ramirez 
Kolby Richard Randall 
** Janine Marie Reamer 
Briana Ashley Rexon 
Shawna Marie Rice 
* Stephanie L. Rice 
* Caleb Richards 
Ryan Daniel Riggs 
Gabriel Vincent Rodriguez 
Kevin L. Rodriguez 
*** Emanuel Romeo 
** Benjamin D. Rourke 
Kristina M. Sanicola 
Paul Schrader 
Matthew Raymond Sohmer 
Jordan Nikkole Spawn 
*** Olivia Jean Trumino 
* Arianna Marie Turso 
Brooke Mary Tutwiler 
Brianna Vacirca 
* Trent William Valentino 
Alec William Volkmann 
Peter John Voorhees + 
* Megan Marie Wagner 
Colin McManus Walsh 
Krystine Elizabeth Wason 
** Keith Weinberg 
* Bridget Rose Whitehair 
*** Madison Nicole Whiteman 
Tanner Lee Whiteman 
Richard Wickwire 
Ashly Nichole Williams 
Raydell Williams Jr. 
* Christopher Winters 
** Katie L. Wolfe 
Christopher P. Zuaro 
FITNESS DEVELOPMENT 
* Anthony Louis Accetturi 
Michael Steven Alcivar 
Anthony Allegrino 
Osei Kwame Amoah 
Stephen Banks Jr. 
* Benjamin Samuel Baskin + 
Jorge Berenguer 
** Ayse Deniz Billi 
Casey James Brown 
* Jake R. Carpenter 
Kelly Ann Crowley 
James Kevin Crowley 
Fernando Denis 
* Michael Carmine DePietto 
Ellen Anne Dinon 
Kenenna Emekekwue 
Sean Keating Feehan 
Alexander Gombos 
Travis Steven Hyde 
Cody Nicholas Jacobs 
Davaughn Vincent Johnson 
*** Casey Patrick Keegan 
Sydney Danielle Lana 
Tyrus Haviland Lawrence 
* Robert J. Lippke 
Salvatore John Loverde 
Daniel Steven Lowenkron 
Nicholas E. Mariotti 
* Tyler Cooper May 
* Dakota James Mereness 
Tre Miller 
Nicholas Anthony Molyneaux 
* Cassandra Moore 
Kyle O'Brien 
Cesar Ivan Osses 
Jeremy Kwesi Owusu 
Matthew Stanton Peil 
Teagan Perry 
* Alexander Joseph Piccirillo 
** DeLoss Winston Charles Rappleye 
Gregory T. Schnittker 
David Andrew Sherman 
** Brennan Singletary 
Austin Michael Smith 
* Michaela Stumpf 
Morgann Elizabeth Swan 
Daniel Aaron Wrobel 
Seung Ho Yoon 
*** Joseph Zambito 
HUMAN SERVICE STUDIES 
Shelbe Jahnae Danzey 
Taylor Marie Helms 
* Freya Alganesh Sergis 
Braedon Sopp 
*** Justin David Sovocool 
Stacie Ranae Stroup 
* Ericka D. Thompson 
OUTDOOR RECREATION 
** Karen C. Bobbett 
** Kathryn Dimock 
Corey Lynn Gerberdolan 
Meghan Lynne Keach 
Charles Kollmer 
Thomas Peter Merenyi 
Abigail Merz 
Elliott Scanlon Messmer 
** Courtney Reed Pineiro 
Marisa Noelle Vanasco 
Brianna Nicole Will 
RECREATION 
* Abigail Kathleen Borzell 
Abbygail Nora Cowburn 
Stephanie Rose Mele 
Daniel Lee Morant-Menne 
Peter Mark Neiner 
Andrew William Preston 
* Kaylee Ruth Robinson 
Alec Benjamin Swider 
RECREATION MANAGEMENT 
* Theresa Corona 
* Jamie Corradina 
Meagan Rose Hirschi 
** Anna Klatt 
Kevin Andrew Liitz 
Sean Lutz 
Carlos Juan Molina Jr. 
*** Abigail Grace Scharadin 
Andrew Siciliano 




Eric Elijah Fluty 
Ryan Graham 
Kevin John Hegarty 
Edward Morin 
Eric Shoan Prior 
Hannah J. Reynolds 
Michael Christian Russo 
*** Zachary Shapiro 
Ebon Malik Yizar 
SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE 
Jhoselyn A. Alcivar 
** Taylor Nicole Arenz 
* Hannah E. Arnold 
Rachel Brooke Aronoff 
Amy Ash 
*** Victoria Ann Barbarino 
** Emily Jane Bortoloni 
Emily Marie Bryan 
*** Hannah Butkiewicz 
* Sarah Carlisi 
** Alexandra L. Cator 
*** Joanna Cathryn Clerici 
*** Brenna Conover 
* Vanessa Cortez 
* Taylor Marie Crull 
** Danielle Kristine Cruz 
* Lyndsay Claire Cunningham 
** Arielle Hyland Curry 
* Heather D'Angelo 
* Caroline Frances D'Emic 
*** Jamie Elizabeth Drury 
* Hilary Hope Dwyer 
Amanda Escaravage 
* Amanda Franzese 
*** Jacqueline Shannon Galbraith 
Carly Danielle Grisar 
*** Benedette Herbst 
* Amanda Marie Hernandez 
Elizabeth Michelle Hess 
** Natalie K. Jensen 
Kaitlin Jones 
* Lydia Kuchmak 
Jamie Lynn Lachall 
* Sydney Lewis 
* Kayla Morgan Lichtman 
* Jennifer Lee Linn 
Vanessa Lopez 
* Erin Ann Mangene 
*** Rachael Markoe 
*** Danielle Marie Martin 
*** Maggie McDermott 
* Brianna C. McNamara 
*** Melissa Anne Mitchell 
Corinne Michele Murphy 
* Sabrina Nunez 
* Brianna Rose Pace 
Katie Rosemary Palacios 
* Gianna Marie Pasqualetti 
* Suzanne Reyna Peguero 
* Grace Margaret Piacquadio 
** Taylor Pirozzolo 
*** Alyssa Mae Proper 
** Hailey Anne Pytel + 
** Lily Jeannine Roach 
** Kimberly Patricia Rosalia 
Gabriella Anne Ruffo 
* Katelyn Marie Scott 
* Chelsea Amber Sheahan 
** Sarah Marie Smith 
** Claire Genevieve Solak 
** Sara Stamer 
** Michele Tardalo 
** Kelly Marie Thayer 
*** Hannah Truman 
** Elena Sotiria Tsiolas 
** Jacqueline Ann Wagner 
Jenna N. Walczyk 
* Meghan Westman 
Soleil Fanaye White 
Morgan Antonette Young 
Chelsey VanZandt 
SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISABILITIES 
* Emily Katherine Hennigan 
SPORT MANAGEMENT 
** Gregory John Armstrong 
Natalie M. Ballato 
* Alexa Barbato 
Emily Tatiana Bartowski 
** Antanaya Danae Bell 
** Nicholas James Bennett 
* Andrei Alexander Bicknese 
*** Marcus K. Billups 
Keith Thomas Bivas 
Matthew J. Bleaking 
*** Nicholas Bonura 
Sean Brady 
Nicholas J. Briskin 
** Marcella A. Brosnan 
* Jessica Robyn Burg 
** Danaiya R. Byrams 
Vincent Anthony Calvanico 
** Nicolas J. Cannon 
* Scott James Caracci 
Zachary D. Carapellatti 
Bradley James Carr III 
Angie Tahisha Cayemitte 
Colby R. Cohen 
s 
Peter Cohen 
Howard W. Cole 
*** Thomas James Connery 
Thomas Connolly 
Marcanthony Luigi Coppola 
Troy A. Costantino 
Mitchel Couch 
*** Casey Anne Culloty 
Jelani Levette Asim Deas 
Patrick Robert DeMeco 
* Cody Robert DeOrdio 
Moises Diaz 
* Cameron Tyler Diebold 
*** Richard S. DiRago 
Jacob Andrew Doran 
* Matthew Richard Earl 
Bailey Christopher Eigbrett 
* Hannah Lyn Elmer 
Tyler Norris Fellows 
David Filpo 
* Ayana Flores 
Tyaisha Victoria Flowers 
* Charles Ryan Flug 
* Kayla-Ashley Jaid Fred 
Zachary Galper 
** Carly Rose Ganz 
Cory Michael Gemignani 
* Bailey Gildemeyer 
* Michael E. Gilroy 
Andrew Tyler Goldblatt 
Michael Patrick Graney 
* Jared Gray 
* Vincent Louis Greco 
Landon Studley Haan 
* Madeleine Beth Hale 
Marcus Edward Harazin 
Alexandria M. Hardy 
Michael J. Harrington 
* Ryan M. Havlik 
* John Philip Hayden 
Miles Quincy Hemphill 
Kevin Robert Hennig 
Tyriek Anthony Hunter 
*** Masahiro Ide 
David Daniel Jaworowski 
* WeikangJia 
* David Patrick Johnson 
Bryan D. Joseph 
Anthony Lloyd Keough 
Branden Jacob-Steven Kimble 
* Katelyn Kovacs 
** Kyle Lancto 
Joshua Evan Landau 
Jordan Christopher Layne 
Deijana Malika Lebron 
* Zoe Leonard 
Andrew Stephen Lewis 
Joseph Alexander Lilly 
Connor Lofgren 
** Michael Ryan Lopes 
* Alexis Marie Macy 
Robert Joseph Mastroddi 
* Stephanie Mayer 
Timothy Blaise McCauley 
Sean P. McGrath 
Grace Margaret Meaney 
Steven Merritt 
*** Allison Marie Mesick 
Zachary Tyler Meszler 
James A. O'Brien Miller 
* Zachary Miller 
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* Jordan Mitchell 
*** Serena Norma Mitchell 
** Jennifer Molnar 
Nicholas Nessel 
*** Nicholas John Palumbo 
William Chambers Parkinson 
* Matthew Scott Parmenter 
Andre Pereira 
** Sarah Felicita Piacentini 
Trevor Elroy Pratt 
*** Alexandra Proulx 
* Liam Oliver Rafferty 
*** Thomas Reha 
Dominick Ricotta 
Gregory Robert Rivera 
Brianna Romano 
Mitchell Rosati 
Bryan Tyler Runz 
Michael A. Russo 
Alex Ralph Saccone 
Eltee Brandon Sanders 
* Mateo Andres Santos 
David Scharf 
Raymond Michael Scherer 
* Jake Scully 
* Brian F. Simpson 
Jacob Anthony Smith 
Brianna Lynn Sovring 
*** David Spitale 
Marquis Jared Standard 
** Zachary Stein 
Brian Russell Stoya 
Jesse Blake Teeter 
Ryan Temple 
Jack William Travers 
** Adam James Troelstra 
Jesse James Tully 
* Andres Valdovinos 
* Tyler Scott Van Brunt 
David Anthony Watkins Jr. 
Alexander Joseph Weingarten 
* Christopher David Wheeler 
** Corey James Wilcox 
* Jeremy Elijah Wilks 
Erica Diane Williams 
Richard Williams 
Benjamin Allen Wilson 
Connor Patrick Young 
** Drazen McKenzie Zack 
SPORT STUDIES 








* Chelsea C. Benson 
* Zachary Joseph Birnbaum 
Jenna Lynn Bush 
* Bridget Virginia Cleeton 
Alexandra Marquis Combs 
Shantanize Ann Crawford 
* Michelle Joy DeVries 
Taylor DiCapua 
* Jessie Espinet 
Elise J. Fredette 
Kristen Cecelia Graue 
Abbey Gray 
Sarah E. Grunbok 
Jacob Dylan Lieberman 
*** Marisa Elizabeth Lobelson 
* Bridget Ann Lyons 
** Heather Malloy 
Mikayla H. Manner 
Joseph Miller 
*** Sydney Rae Oshinsky 
McKenna Rose Passalacqua 
* Jillian Leigh Peirce 
* Meaghan Rose Pinker 
Jake Benjamin Pollack 
Cameron Michael Ralph 
Stephanie Smith 
Laura Spahn 
Augustus T. Taylor 
Lindsay Catherine Therrien 
* Alexandra Noell Trickey 
Jillian Elizabeth Vine 
Lee Scott Wade 
Rachael Marie Whalen 
*** Kristen Wishart 
Bachelor of Science in 
Education 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
Brianna Nicole Chorzepa 
*** Carmen Luigina Coppola 
Alexandra Nolan Konnerth 
Kayla Ann Lowe 
Alissa R. Tylee 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
** Mariah Sue Abel 
Zachary Taylor Adams 
Melissa Nicole Aguirre 
Colin Arvanitakis 
Nicholas Joseph Baker 
** Samantha Ida Jo Banghart 
Dennis Edward Barnes 
* Jenna Rebecca Bellair 
Zachary Bernzweig 
Jennifer Leigh Birnbaum 
** Madelyn Blackman 
John Andrew Bochicchio 
** Ryan Kenneth Braymer 
Connor W. Broesler 
Ashley C. Buckingham 
Paul Anthony Burke 
Elizabeth Mary Byrnes 
* Lucas David Calkins 
James Matthew Carabott 
Sydney Chaffee 
Cassidy Chapko 
* Taylor Marie Charles 
** Christopher Edward Chase Jr. 
* Connor Ryan Chatterton 
* Dillon Chichester 
*** Kathleen Anne Mary Clark 
* Jenna Leigh Clauson 
* Jake Edward Cline 
* Morgan Cornell 
* Sara Ann Corrow 
Kyle J. Crescente 
Alyssa Christine Crosby 
Kevin D. Cuesta 
Caitlyn Rose Cuffe 
Jack Daniello 
** Ryan Scott Davis 
* Justin Thomas DeGioia 
Theodore Joachim deLyra 
Joshua Demoski 
* Shane Matthew DeRose 
Jason Edward Diehl 
Andrea Michelle DiMaria 
Natalie Louise DiMeglio 
Matthew Christopher DiPaulo 
* Ryan Patrick Dougherty 
** Gregory Fred DuVall 
* Allen Michael Emm 
* Pasquale Giovanni Esposito 
* Charlotte A. Fanning 
** Eric Finkelstein 
* Valerie T. Fischer 
Angelica Fox 
Jake Julian Freitag 
Brian Patrick Frey 
* Nicholas Galella 
Angelica Marie Gargiulo 
*** Kaylee Nicole Giordano 
Joseph Lawrence Giustiniani 
Hunter S. Glashoff 
Daniel Eitan Goldberg 
* Dina Goldstein 
Daniel F. Good 
Hailey Samantha Guhr 
Joseph Guilfoyle 
* Kianna Marie Gutenmann 
* Kayla Diane Hampton 
Richard William Harkenrider 
Joseph Harris 
*** Matthew James Hauser 
Zachary Patrick Healy 
Danielle Marie Louise Heedles 
Jacob Patrick Henning 
Kenneth Anthony Herrera 
Derak Heyman 
William Charles Holscher 
* Austin Scott Horovitz-Tennenbaum 
Jacob D. Howland 
** Abbey J. Hume 
Troy M. Humphrey 
* Kenneth H. Irving Jr. 
Theresa Jelatian 
** Adele Jesmer 
Ryan Lawrence Johnson 
Dawan Jones 
*** Alexis Kane 
John Foley Kaplan 
Sarina Karito 
Michael J. Kelly 
Robert Thomas Kelly 
** Kirsten Yvonne Klein 
* Michael Gerard Kollmer 
*** Lauren L. Labiendo 
* Jarret P. Lamica 
* Ryan Lavner 
Danielle Taylor Levine 
Anthony Philip Liberatore 
Vincent Jared Duenas Lizama 
** Ashley May Lomonaco 
Kurstyn Macaulay 
* Gregory David Manney 
* Alexa Martino 
Trevor Paul McCabe 
Darren Mattew McCormack 
* Patrick James McMenamin 
** Michael Owen McVeigh 
** Alexis Rae Megliore 
Scott Michael Melville 
Matthew Ryan Michalski 
Shawana Hope Miller 
** Edward Moore 
Mark W. Morelli 
** Alexa Michelle Neretich 
Michael Dennis Newcomb 
Jason John Niehr 
* Brenden Nunziata 
Kristen Donna Ohberg 
Christopher Paul Osterman 
Joseph Patrick Pellizzari 
Rhiannon Plantz 
** Carissa Ann Plesums 
** Beth S. Poulos 
Justin J. Prendergast 
Kyle Christopher Prenoveau 
Andrew Presta 
Evan Andrew Rabinowitz 
John Robert Randazzo 
Joshua David Riley 
Joshua Juan Rivera 
Michael John Rizzo 
** Elizabeth Priscilla Roberts 
Eric Peter Robertshaw 
Andrew R. Roman 
* Ericka Angela Sadowski 
* Rachel Sanderson 
* Joseph Richard Sarno 
Jeremy Dylan Schneider 
Daniel Michael Singer 
Samantha Marie Sledge 
Ryan Avery Smith 
Ryan Thomas Smith 
Mert Ramazan Sonmez 
Jeremy Jacob Sosa 
Sawyer Frederick Spohler 
Thomas Edward Stangle 
Zackary Joseph Steiner 
Austin J. Stern 
*** Lauren Kristen Stettner 
** Brandon Robert Stevenson 
Michael Aaron Strassberg 
Ashley Elizabeth Terry 
* Brianna Ashton Tobin 
** Nicolette Torreggiani 
Kevin Kevin Vandermark 
Lauren Kathryn Vaughan 
Joseph Edward Velez 
* Andrew Justin Voelker 
Kimberly Rose Waldvogel 
* Renee Michele Walker 
Carol Elanor Walkley 
* Ryan T. Walsh 
* Tyler Kevin Weslowski 
* Connor Patrick West 
Zachary Wiener 
Daniel Henry Wilkinson 
* Haley Wise 
Michelle L. Wishart 
Haley Wood 
Mark Stephen Yaeger 
Dannie Lee Yaple 
Etai A. Yonah 
Vincent Nicholas Yorks 
** Jori Megan Young 
SENIORS WHO HAVE EARNED 
MILITARY COMMISSION 
Declan Fabrizio, Army ROTC 




The processional begins with the all-college gonfalonier, 
who leads in the faculty, followed by the schools of arts and 
sciences, education and professional studies gonfaloniers, 
who lead in the students. The processional concludes when 
the mace bearer brings in the platform party, which consists 
of members of the College's administration and faculty 
leadership, the College Council, visiting dignitaries and 
honorees. 
THE MACE 
The mace is a ceremonial staff used as a sym bol of authority. 
The mace bearer precedes the platform party and places 
the mace on a special stand where it remains while the 
official proceedings of Commencement are underway. SUNY 
Cortland's mace, the "Torch of Learning," is made of silver and 
rosewood and was created by local silversmith John Marshall. 
THE GONFALONS 
The four bright banners carried in the academic procession 
are called gonfalons. The red, white, black and grey gonfalon 
represents the College; in blue, grey and burgundy it 
represents the School of Arts and Sciences; in blue, purple 
and black it represents the School of Education; and in peach 
and green it represents the School of Professional Studies. 
The gonfalons were designed by Libby Kowalski, professor 
emerita of art and art history, and Kathy Maher, a 1984 SUNY 
Cortland graduate. The standards were made by Bard Prentiss, 
associate professor emeritus of art and art history, and J. Eric 
Kroot. Materials were provided by the Gilbert and Mary Cahill 
Foundation and the late Rozanne M. Brooks, distinguished 
teaching professor emerita of sociology/anthropology. 
REGALIA 
Commencement lends itself to the pageantry of an 
academic procession rooted in medieval times. The 
gowns and hoods worn by faculty members, candidates 
for graduation and platform dignitaries distinguish the 
institution from which the wearer was or will be graduated, 
the level of the degree earned and the field of learning. 
In 1985, American colleges established a standard code of 
academic dress, specifying three types of gowns. The gown 
for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves, the gown for 
the master's degree has an oblong sleeve with the front part 
cut in an arc, and the gown for the doctoral degree has bell-
shaped sleeves. The doctoral gown also is tr immed in velvet. 
The hood's inner lining, which folds out at the back and 
center, indicates the colors of the institution granting the 
degree, while the border, which comes around to the front 
of the neck, represents the field of learning. Universities 
outside the United States have a variety of shapes and 
colors of doctoral gowns. 
The black mortarboard cap is standard. Its only 
distinguishing feature is a gold tassel worn by holders of the 
doctoral degree. 
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THE HONORS MEDALLION 
The graduates wearing silver medallions with red ribbons 
have completed the SUNY Cortland Honors Program. To 
complete the Honors Program, a student must take 24 credit 
hours of honors courses, engage in 40 hours of community 
service, maintain a cumulative grade point average of 3.2, 
and complete an honors thesis during his or her senior year. 
THE RENTE STOLE 
The Kente stole is a rich, multicolored, handwoven style of 
cloth that originated in Ghana, West Africa, and is revered 
throughout the Africana world. It is traditionally worn during 
important national ceremonies. The colors, patterns and 
ideogramatic images of the Kente stole impart information 
about the wearer and highlight the importance of an event 
or a ceremony. Similar to the academic hood, the Kente 
stole is relatively new to commencement ceremonies in the 
United States and signifies and symbolizes higher education's 
connection to the rich cultures, intellectual traditions and 
academic achievements of the Africana world. 
SPECIAL PERSON DESIGNATION 
All graduates can designate a special person who has 
been instrumental in helping them achieve their higher 
education goals. This individual's name is read along with the 
graduate's name as he or she walks across the stage at the 
Commencement ceremony. Students who choose to name a 
special person do so when they apply for their degree. 
INTERNATIONAL FLAG PRESENTATIONS 
Graduating students representing countries from around the 
world have the opportunity to present their national flag to 
the president during the Commencement ceremony. In the 
past, flags representing Australia, Azerbaijan, Belize, Canada, 
China, Colombia, Cyprus, France, Ghana, Grenada, Haiti, India, 
Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Lebanon, Nepal, Peru, 
Poland, Republic of Congo, Russia, South Korea, St. Lucia, 
Sweden, Thailand, The Gambia, Turkey and the United 
Kingdom were received. Flags are displayed on stage during 
the ceremony and afterward they are exhibited in the lobby 
of Corey Union. 
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Ambulance 
An ambulance will be stationed in the northwest parking lot 
of the Park Center, just outside the overhead door. 
Emergency Exits 
In case of emergency, please proceed to the nearest exit in 
an orderly manner. 
Emergency Phones 
Emergency phones on campus are identified by blue lights. 
Flowers and Gifts 
College Store staff will be selling flowers, diploma frames 
and assorted gifts on the upper and ground floors of Park 
Center from 8:30 a.m.-9 p.m. See map above for locations. 
Guest Assistance 
Ushers are available to provide assistance and information. 
Lost and Found 
For lost and found items, please contact the University 
Police Department, Whitaker Hall, Room 110,607-753-2112. 
Off-Site Viewing 
The Commencement ceremonies will be shown on a 
large-screen projector in Park Center, Room 1118 (Hall of 
Fame Room) and rooms 1128,1129 and 1131. 
Photography 
Please stand to the side of the stage when taking pictures to 
avoid blocking the view of seated guests. 
Program 
A PDF of th is Commencement program is available at 
cortland.edu/commencement. 
Reception 
All students, guests, faculty and staff are invited to a 
reception from 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m. in Lusk Field House. 
Refreshments 
Refreshments may be purchased on the upper floor of the 
Park Center at the Poolside snack bar. Bottled water also is 
available for purchase on the ground floor of Park Center. 
Restrooms 
Park Center restrooms are indicated on the map above. 
Smoking 
Smoking and tobacco use are not permitted on campus. 
Survey 
Share your thoughts on Commencement by taking a short 
survey at cortland.edu/commencement. 
E 
Gifts to the College in Honor 
of Graduates 
The following individuals have made generous gifts to 
Olivia Andrunik 
Jeffrey Andrunik and Kim Andrunik 
Miranda Barbara 
Guy Barbara and Donna Barbara 
Dennis Edward Barnes 




Teresa Butler and Gerard Butler 
Sarah Carlisi 
Lisa Carlisi 
Gianna Crescenza Carnesi 
Dianna Carnesi 
Connor Ryan Chatterton 
Carol Buechel-Chatterton '86 and Bryan Chatterton 
Kimberly Elizabeth Coelho 
Dad, Mom and Jaimes 
Darien Christopher Cruz 
Thomas Makinen and Eleanor Makinen 
Austin John Cunney 
Colleen Cunney 
Zachary J. Curtis 
Todd Curtis '11 and Jennifer Curtis 
Shannon Christa Cunningham 
Sharon L. Cunningham 
Ryan Scott Davis 
Michael Davis and Laurie Davis 
Drew S. Dejohn 
Susan Dejohn 
Nadine de Nijs 
Jack C. de Nijs and Monique de Nijs 
Moises Diaz 
Julita Cuevas 
Jason Edward Diehl 
Nancy Stinton Diehl '84 
Paul Joseph Dondero 
Mark Dondero and Diane Dondero 
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College in honor of their graduate. Graduates' names are in bold. 
Andrew Miller McLean Duval 
Andrew Duval and Luigina Duval 
Melissa Grace Eurich 
Mark Eurich and Lorraine Eurich 
Julie Flanagan 
Suzanne M. Flanagan 
Margaret Genevieve Fucheck 
Gregory Fucheck and Kathleen Fucheck 
Larissa Marie Furness 
Anita Champlin Furness '85 
Michael Giordano 
Lisa Giordano 
Matthew Sergei Gisin 
Thomas Gisin and Suzanne Gisin 
Jasonna Graham 
Tonya E. Graham 
Jared Gray 
Judy Gray 
Carly Danielle Grisar 
Stuart Grisar and Bonnie Grisar 
Michael J. Harrington 
Tammy Harrington 
Zachary Patrick Healy 
Keith Healy 
Kevin Robert Hennig 
Bob Hennig and Sharon Hennig 
McKenzie Henry 
Katherine Henry 
Ashley Paige Hershkopf 
Rhonda Hershkopf 
Ashley Elizabeth Holt 
Ellen Holt 
Jacob D. Howland 
Daniel Howland and Annemarie Howland 
Alexa Breanna Jones 
Regina Jones 
Caroline Krendel 
The Krendel family 
Kristen Laccetti 
Anthony Laccetti and Kathleen Laccetti 
Megan M. Redmond 
Mike Redmond and Joann Redmond 
Mackenzie Lewis 
Alison Lewis 
Kayla Morgan Lichtman 
Larry Lichtman and Beth Lichtman 
Denise Marie Mannix 
Andrea J. Mannix 
Steven Brett Marvin 
The family of Steven Marvin 
Nicole Mastrandrea 
Mary Mastrandrea 
Julianna Maria Matos 
Leanne L. Matos 
Peter Anteaus Mazidis 
Sam Mazidis and Victoria Mazidis 
Stephanie Rose Mele 
The very proud family of Stephanie R. Mele 
Emma Claire Moran 
David Moran and Kara Moran 
Carly Rose Neubert 
Bobby Neubert and Mary B. Neubert 
Gearard O'Donnell 
Joseph P. O'Donnell and Deirdre O'Donnell 
Sydney Rae Oshinsky 




Jack Palevic and Jamie Palevic 
Arianna Palmer 
Tammy Palmer 
Matthew Stanton Peil 
Steven Peil and Charlene Peil 
Matthew Personius 
Ed Personius and Mary Personius 
Alexander Joseph Piccirillo 
Joan Piccirillo 
Cristina Nicole Portanova 
Angela Portanova 
Justin J. Prendergast 
Thomas J. Prendergast and 
Deborah Prendergast 
Katherine Reynoso-Zil 
Mario Reynoso and Gladys Reynoso 
Stephanie Theresa Riccardo 
Michael Riccardo and Beverly Riccardo 
Jennifer Rumel 
The Rumel family 
Jenna Lynn Saraceno 
Joseph Saraceno 
Jack LaRose Scaldaferri 
William Scaldaferri and Carol Scaldaferri 
Caroline Singer 
Brian Singer and Brenda N. Singer 




Lauren Kristen Stettner 
Kristen Kiriluk Stettner '84 and Richard Stettner 
Nicholas John Swing 
Kathryn Swing 
Alyssa Frances Dianne Taylor 
Scott Taylor and Angela Taylor 
Arianna Marie Turso 
Madelyn Turso 
Victoria Rose Verni 
Dominick Verni and Marianna Verni 
Bari Weinstein 
Andrew Weinstein and Valerie Weinstein 
Sarah Lindsay Williamson 
Dawn Williamson 





Mr. Timothy Phillips 
Associate Professor, Economics 
CEREMONY 2 
Dr. Karla Alwes 
Distinguished Teaching Professor, 
English 
CEREMONY 3 
Mr. Lewis Rosengarten 





Mr. Joshua Peluso '00 
Director, Systems Administration and 
Web Services 
CEREMONY 2 




Ms. Jean Brown 
Associate Director, Housing and 
Operations, Residence Life and 
Housing 
Arts and Sciences 
CEREMONY 1 
Dr. Victoria Boynton 
Professor, English 
CEREMONY 2 
Mr. Howard Lindh 
Instructional Support Technician 
Emeritus, Performing Arts 
CEREMONY 3 
Dr. Gayle Gleason 
Associate Professor, Geology 
Education 
CEREMONY 1 
Dr. Ji-Ryun Kim 
Associate Professor and Chair, 
Foundations and Social Advocacy 
CEREMONY 2 
Dr. Beth Klein 
Professor, Childhood/Early Childhood 
Education 
CEREMONY 3 
Dr. Kim Wieczorek 




Dr. Yomee Lee 
Professor, Kinesiology 
CEREMONY 2 
Dr. Vicki Wilkins 
Professor, Recreation, Parks and 
Leisure Studies 
CEREMONY 3 
Dr. Brian Richardson 
Lecturer IV, Kinesiology 
Mr. Hugh Anderson 
Senior Study Abroad Advisor, 
International Programs 
Dr. Seth Asumah 
Distinguished Teaching Professor, 
Political Science; Chair, Africana 
Studies 
Ms. Daniela Baban Hurrle 
Associate Director for International 
Student and Scholar Services, 
International Programs 
Dr. Krystal Barber 
Assistant Professor, Childhood/Early 
Childhood Education 
Dr. JoEllen Bailey 
Associate Professor, 
Physical Education 
Dr. David Barclay 
Professor and Chair, Geology 
Dr. Sarah Beshers 
Associate Professor, Health 
Dr. Ann Blanton 
Associate Professor and Chair, 
Communication Disorders and 
Sciences 
Dr. Alexis Blavos 
Assistant Professor, Health 
Dr. Steven Broyles 
Professor and Chair, 
Biological Sciences 
Mr. Ralph Carrasquillo 
Director, Residence Life and Housing 
Ms. Annamaria Cirrincione 
Director, Multicultural Life and 
Diversity 
Dr. Jena Curtis 
Associate Professor, Health 
Dr. Robert Darling 
SUNY Distinguished Teaching 
Professor, Geology 
Dr. Amy Direnzo 
Associate Professor, 
Recreation, Parks and Leisure Studies 
The Rev. Rachel Ditch 
Protestant Campus Minister, 
Campus Ministries 
Dr. Eric Edlund 
Assistant Professor, Physics 
Ms. Mary Emm 
Director, Speech Clinic; Lecturer 
IV, Communication Disorders and 
Sciences 
Dr. Andrew Fitz-Gibbon 
Professor and Chair, Philosophy 
Dr. Jane Fitz-Gibbon 
Director, Center for Ethics, 
Peace and Social Justice 
Dr. John Foley 
Professor and Chair, 
Physical Education 
Ms. Julie Ficarra 
Associate Director of Study Abroad, 
International Programs 
Dr. Eileen Gravani 
Associate Dean, Professional Studies 
Dr. Herbert Haines 
Professor and Chair, 
Sociology/Anthropology 
Dr. Bonni Hodges 
SUNY Distinguished Service Professor 
and Chair, Health 
Dr. Rena Janke 
Associate Professor, Biological 
Sciences; Coordinator of Adolescence 
Education 
Dr. Ibipo Johnston-Anumonwo 
Professor, Geography 
Ms. Ingrid Jordak M.S.Ed. '93 
Content Manager, Marketing 
Dr. Kathryn Kramer 
Professor, Art and Art History 
Dr. Lin Lin 
Associate Professor, Childhood/Early 
Childhood Education 
Dr. Matthew Madden 
Professor Physical Education 
Dr. Peter M. McGinnis 
SUNY Distinguished Service Professor, 
Kinesiology 
Ms. Patricia Martinez de la Vega 
Mansilla 
Lecturer IV (Spanish and ESL), 
Modern Languages 
Ms. Maria Mucaria 
Adjunct Lecturer, Performing Arts 
Ms. Nanette Pasquarello 
Title IX Coordinator, President's Office 
Dr. Thomas Pasquarello 
Professor, Political Science 
Mr. Michael Pitaro 
Associate Director, Student Conduct 
Dr. Kate Polasek 
Associate Professor, Kinesiology 
Dr. Susan Rayl 
Associate Professor, Kinesiology 
Dr. Claus Schubert 
Associate Professor and Chair, 
Mathematics 
Dr. Donna Videto 
Professor, Health 
Dr. Ryan Vooris 
Assistant Professor 
Sport Management 
Dr. Jeffrey Walkuski 
Associate Professor, 
Physical Education 
Dr. Jeffrey Werner 
Associate Professor, Chemistry 
Dr. Christine Widdall 
College Task Stream Coordinator, 
Childhood/Early Childhood Education 
Dr. Kim Wieczorek 
Associate Professor, Childhood/Early 
Childhood Education 
Mr. Thomas Spanbauer '83, M.S.Ed. '86 Dr. Ben Wodi 
Head Coach, Men's Basketball, Professor, Health 
Athletics 
Ms. Suzanne Sprague 
Director, Student Disability Resources 
Dr. Susan Stratton 
Associate Professor, Childhood/Early 
Childhood Education 
Dr. Larissa True 
Assistant Professor, Kinesiology 
Dr. Carol Van Der Karr 
Associate Provost, Academic Affairs 
Dr. Paul van der Veur 
Professor and Chair, 
Communication Studies 
Readers 
Dr. Herbert Haines 
Professor and Chair, 
Sociology/Anthropology 
Dr. David Hollenback 
Associate Professor Emeritus, 
Communication Studies 
Mr. Thomas Fuchs 
Lecturer IV, Physical Education 
Dr. Randi Storch 
Professor and Chair, History 
a 
College Council Members 
Mr. Aristotle Arkayasa 18 
Ms. Linda May Armstrong '76 
Dr. Katherine Emerich Compagni '68, M .A. '74 
Mr. Thomas Gallagher, chair 
Mr. Robert J. Haight 
Ms. Renee L. James, Esq. '82 
Ms. Joan Ro binson '70 
Mrs. Marie Rumsey 
Mr. Bruce R. Tytler M.S.Ed. '88, C.A.S. '05 
Undergraduate Commencement 
Committee 
Dr. Seth Asumah 
Dr. Barbara Barton 
Mr. Terence Cahilt 
Mr. Frank Cullen 
Mr. Mark DePaull 
Mr. Daniel Dryja '04 
Ms. Denise DuBrava 
Ms. Meagan E Hirschi 18 
Ms. Samantha Howell 
Ms. In grid Jordak M.S.Ed. '93 
Dr. Virginia Le vine, co-chair 
Ms. Taylor Lynch '17 
Ms. Lori Porter 
Dr. Susan R ayl, co-chair 
Mrs. Lee Scott-Mack M.S.Ed. '01, co-chair 
Mr. Brad Snyder 
Mr. Darrell Thomas 
Ms. Susan Vleck 
Dr. Kim Wieczorek 
Special Thanks 
Academic Affairs Office 




Division of Institutio nal Advancement 
Duplicating Center 
Facilities Operations and Services 
Marketing Office 
Registrar's Office 
Special Events Office 
Student Usher s 
SUNY Cortland Alumni Association 
Systems Administration and Web Se rvices 
University Po lice Department 
Congratulations! 
SUNY Cortland has graduated more than 78,000 students, and you are joining the ranks of alumni who 
reside in all 50 states and in more than 45 countries. We encourage you to continue your involvement 
with the College through our reunion programs, chapter events and special gatherings. 
By keeping Alumni Engagement updated with your current residential and email addresses, you will be 
assured of receiving alumni event invitations and publications such as our alumni magazine Columns, the 
online newsletter Moments and the Alumni Adventures events digest. Update your contact information 
at RedDragonNetwork.org/update, by calling 607-753-2516 or by emailing alumni@cortland.edu. 
Stay connected with the College, friends and classmates on Facebook, Linkedln, Instagram, Snapchat 
and Twitter. Share your Commencement photos using #Cortlandl8. 
We are pleased to have you as a member of the Alumni Association and wish you a bright and 
successful future. 
Alma Mater 
By lofty elm trees shaded round, 
Tioughnloga near, 
Our grand old Cortland College stands, 
To all of us how dear! 
We'll sing to thee, dear Alma Mater, 
Of love that shall never die, 
We'll strive for thy glory eternal, 
Keep thy stainless honor high. 
Inspiring each son and each daughter 
The noblest aims to try, 
All thy fame and thy spirit, 
Thy might are ours 
As the swift years hurry by. 


